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The State of the Art in
Network Autodiscovery

By  A nd rew  Bu r g e r

Network autodiscovery allows you a better understanding of
network devices and their connectivity. This article addresses
the steps necessary to discover, manage and increase the
reliability of your network.

ACCORDING
to Goldman Sachs, e-commerce
revenue in the United States is

expected to rise from its current $446 billion to $2.1 trillion in 2005.
The firm also predicts that total B2B revenues, including international,
now at about $4.5 trillion, will grow six fold during the same period.
With that much at stake, providing customers
with a quality e-business experience that
encourages customer loyalty and satisfaction
is critical.

One way to ensure customer loyalty is by
efficient, effective management of the internal
infrastructure, especially the network. Current
Internet technology allows companies to
providecustomers with round-the-clock Web
site availability and reliability. Therefore, cus-
tomers don’t want to hear that the “server
went down” or that they can’t get the informa-
tion they need because the mission-critical IP
network is not cooperating. Customers will
quickly go elsewhere—and damage the com-
pany’s reputation through word-of-mouth
comments. Managing and monitoring the IP
network is more crucial than ever for customer
loyalty. But, the reality of 24 x 7 access can be
daunting. One of the first steps in better
management of the network is network
autodiscovery—a better understanding of the
network devices and their connectivity
enables network administrators to maintain a more efficient, reliable
network to ensure 24 x 7 access.

Traditional network discovery engines have been based on one
assumption: devices found in one IT subnet are contiguous on a net-
work segment. This assumption was valid a few years ago, but is now
obsolete with the emergence of VLANs and, more generally, with

intra-LAN high speed routing (L3 switching), where devices belonging
to one IP subnet can be connected to different physical network segments
and geographically separated. This article will provide a review of
network autodiscovery and the three major steps necessary to accurately
discover and manage today’s networks:

� Scanning – discovery of the existence
of network devices and end-stations

� Exploration – discovery of the
configuration and capabilities of those
devices, and

� Topology – resolution of those devices’
exact connectivity.

SCANNING

Scanning is largely documented and similar
for many ISVs, and is achieved through IP
subnets scanning, ARP caches, and analysis of
routing tables using SNMP Gets. The follow-
ing are best practices for making IP fast and
reliable when automatic IP discovery fails:

� Devices are missing: Most of the time,
these failures are linked to incorrect
SNMP community names (passwords).
Confirm that the community names are
correct. Note that they are case sensitive.

In such a situation, rescan the network with the additional
community name (you do not need to keep already used
community names when rescanning the same subnet; keeping
them slows down the process). Ensure that the timeout value is
not too small for the response times of this network. If the network
is extremely slow, increase the timeout value.

Current Internet
technology allows companies

to provide customers with
round-the-clock Web site
availability and reliability.

Therefore, customers don’t
want to hear that the

“server went down” or that
they can’t get the information

they need because the
mission-critical IP network is

not cooperating.
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� Exploration failure has occurred: The
exploration process is where most of the
vendor-specific knowledge is embedded.
Ensure that the device that fails is
supported by an application designed to
be able to integrate or patch new vendors
and models independently.

� Topology failure has occurred: If the
topology seems inaccurate, ensure that
all the subnets have been explored before
starting topology resolution in LANs.
Also, when starting topology, the topology
algorithm results should be optimized. If
there are slight inconsistencies like a
few unconnected devices, a manual
connectivity tool can be used to establish
an accurate topology.

Network complexity has made autodiscovery
much more difficult to perform. By adding a
new step in topology resolution called IP subnet
“fusion,” network management solutions throw
out the legacy assumption that devices found in
one IP subnet are contiguous on a network
segment. Subnet fusion breaks down the walls,
figuratively, in mapping a network, making it
possible to see more than one segment at a time.
This fusion process can occur before or during
topology resolution, therefore eliminating the
limits on what a network management applica-
tion can discover and model.

EXPLORATION

Exploration is a matter of know-how and
architectural choice. Experience has shown
that vendor-specific information is often
needed to correctly understand device config-
urations, and is mainly found in private MIBs.
Management tools require a flexible internal
model to give users a unified view of various
vendors’ devices. The following offer best
practices for well-known network types:

� Wide-area networks (WANs): WANs are
generally easy to discover, because IP
subnets often correspond to physical
connectivity. Network management
solutions can resolve router-to-LAN,
router-to-transport network, and
router-to-router connectivity.

� WANs Based on Frame Relay or ATM:
Routers connected through a frame relay
or ATM network generally see each other
at one IP hop of distance, and seem to be
directly connected at the IP level. With
these connections, use network discovery
to scan the IP subnets declared at the

WAN interface of a router. In many cases,
a single IP subnet will describe the
transport network, and scanning it will
discover all the interconnected routers in
just one step. If all the traffic between
remote locations is routed through a central
hub router, all the IP subnets that require
scanning will be on this hub router’s WAN
interfaces. Ideally, a network administrator
should be able to select multiple subnets
from the map’s network icon, network
tree, or from this router’s properties to
launch all the scans in parallel. In such
situations, discovering all the routers can
mean scanning hundreds of IP subnets;
multiple discoveries saves time.

� WANs Based on Point-to-Point Links
and Routers (for example, ISP core
backbones): Because each point-to-point
connection is generally described by one
small subnet (two IP addresses with
subnet mask 255.255.255.252), multiple
discovery also makes this process faster.

TOPOLOGY

Topology resolution is the most challenging
process in new-generation networks because
there are no standards for topology resolution.
Network management vendors develop their
own technologies for topology resolution, and
customers see the precision and reliability of
these technologies as an important benefit.
Some topology engines have been designed to
resolve real physical (layer 2) topologies for
LAN and WAN networks. Such tools are very
efficient, and are architected to be dynamically
extensible with vendor-specific technologies.
Currently, IT can use switch tables as the sup-
port standard for layer 2 discovery as well as
802.1d tables, thus providing the physical
interconnect between switches on the network.

Most of the network devices in LANs (LAN
switches) operate below the IP level, and IP
subnets do not provide sufficient information to
resolve the topology: the engine must operate at
the MAC layer, and must be manually triggered
to run the topology resolution after all the
devices belonging to the LAN have been dis-
covered. Also, in a LAN, many devices (for
example, PCs and some hubs) do not have man-
agement capabilities; it is important to use a
tool that can discover their presence and resolve
them on the topology, making it exhaustive.

Resolving LAN topologies can be challeng-
ing; two topology problem areas and best
practices include:

� Resolving Many Subnets and VLANs -
New-generation networks often rely on
high-speed routing between IP subnets
tied to VLANs. Random IP scans are
not sufficient to resolve partial
topologies: IP discovery must follow an
organized plan to scan all the IP subnets
implied in a LAN, beforelaunching
topology resolution. The best practice is
to look for the routing devices (routing
switches or modules) that must have
one logical or physical interface on each
IP subnet involved in the LAN that you
are discovering. Exploring these core
devices automatically creates the
exhaustive list of subnets involved.
These subnets will need to be
scanned further.

� Use Properties of an RSM routing
module - In some particular situations,
like large LANs, ASP, or hosting
environments, the number of subnets
can be very large; multiple discoveries
triggered from the routing switch
properties page will boost the process
considerably. Start with a routing switch
or module to an application to detect
that all the IP subnets discovered during
the device exploration actually belong to
the same physical LAN. Certain man-
agement tools will automatically group
them in the network tree under the same
LAN. Thus, after appropriate IP subnets
have been scanned, topology resolution
can be done. Calculating IP ranges with
subnet masks can be very annoying and
difficult. The best practice is to rely on a
clever starting point, such as a router of
the type described previously, to find all
the subnets and masks involved in the
network discovery, without having to
calculate them manually.

ONCE THE NETWORK IS
DISCOVERED, WHAT’S NEXT?

With a better understanding of the network
topology, companies can optimize the network
to increase availability and reliability. They can
visualize flows on the physical topology, which
will quickly identify anomalies and optimize the
architecture of networks and VLANs, etc. Once
a company discovers the network topology, they
can optimize the following items:

� Traffic Flows: The use of topology to
display traffic flows provides for the
ability to view current congestion and
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determine if there are better routes
available to reduce any congestion.
|This ensures that communications
between clients and servers are not all
running over the same choke points in
the network,

� End user Response: The company can
improve this also, if traffic flows show
other services and applications on the
network that is affecting unrelated
end-users. The real goal in any network
is to ensure that users get the response
they expect. By watching the overlap of
services on a network, users can
determine if one might be affecting a
total disparate service and thus reducing
end-user response.

� Capacity: Often times network
configurations show all traffic travels
over certain links and not through other
available links, thus wasting bandwidth
on the network, which is not cost
effective. Not only does it waste the
money spent on the additional links, but
it also congests the ones being used. The
congestion can lead to prompts that
increase bandwidth on the links being
used rather than efficiently using all the
links available.

Beyond optimization, network topology
information brings companies one step closer
to linking network resources more tightly to
business objectives and managing those
resources based on business priorities. This
approach, known as Business Service
Management (BSM), will enable companies
to move beyond traditional IT management
and manage their business critical services
from both an IT and business perspective.

At the foundation of BSM is IT Operations
and Infrastructure Management, which encom-
passes the ability to monitor and control the
key components in the IT infrastructure,
including systems, databases, applications,
storage and networks, and begin to tie service-
level agreements to business needs, rather than
technology metrics. The information from IT
operations and infrastructure management is
then integrated with the Service Impact
Management component of BSM that combines
powerful event automation and service model-
ing capabilities to transform availability and
performance data into detailed knowledge
about the status of business services and serv-
ice level agreements. As an example of BSM,
IP network autodiscovery will enable deep
exploration of application topology and the

communication between the server and applica-
tion components. While the physical topology
discovery is being done, companies will be
able to add application topology discovery to
tie directly to the service impact model.  

NaSPA member Andrew Burger is Director of
PATROL® Network Management at BMC Software.
Reach him at andrew_burger@bmc.com.
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